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Be Sure of Your Installations -
Get the

TRANSMISSION LINE
APTITUDE RATING No. 8225

Frequency
traci

Attenuation
per 100 ft

100. 1.1
200. 1.7
300. 2.2
400. 2.7

For use with television and FM
receiving antenna Exceptionally
low losses at high frequencies.

APTITUDE RATING No. 8235
Frequency

(mci
Attenuation
per 100 ft

100. 1.10
200. 1.73
300. 2.28
400. 2.74

For use with television and FM
receiving antenna; also for low -
power transmitting antenna.

APTITUDE RATING No. 8227
Frequency

(mci
Attenuation
per 100 ft

100. 4.1
200. 6.4
300. 8.4
400. 10.2

For use with television and FM
antenna in extremely noisy lo-
cations.

APTITUDE RATING No. 8240
Frequency Attenuation

(mcl per 100 ft
100. 4.10
200. 6.20
300. 8.00
400. 9.50

For use with radio frequency
transmission video, test equip-
ment, and pulse transmission.

You know -what you are doing when

Cables-
sBelden

Transmission
The

Cabthey're
aptitude rated Tyro'

are designed
from the start to provide

desirable
electrical

characteristics,

and rigid manufacturing
control as
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unwavering

uality

'You can safely put Belden
Wire to

-work for 11011,
ana know

for sure how

it will perform.
You can know. too,

that it will have the stamina
to stay

loyally on the job for years. for

trouble -free installations,
specicy

Belden
Radio Wires

Belden Nlanuf acturing
ComPany

4639
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Chicago
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Large Marker dial has a mirror scale -for easier read-

ing and reset accuracy. Straight line frequency tuning
condensers provide linear scale markings. No "SKIPS"
in frequency-continuously variable Sweep width control.

Triplett -engineered shielding-all critical circuits enclosed.

Copper plated steel construction. All these features (see
Tech. Data) combined with the two built-in markers for
simultaneous use et Model 3434 apart as one of the fun-

damental contributions to the rapid, accurate and profit-
able Servicing olf Television.

TAILORED
FORTY
by

f61111.114
ONLY $149.50 AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
(MODEL 3435 WITHOUT BUILT-IN MARKER, $99.50 NET)

S
NMI
MEV

ws
VMS

elf
FPEO

TOP

MARKES POWER CRYSTAL MARKER

SWEEP FREQUENCY

GENE

TV Sweep Generator with
MIRROR -SCALE MARKER

MODEL 3434
for quick checks in all stages

TECH DATA

Frequency
 SWEEP CENTER FREQUENCY

Range 1- 0-60 MC
Range 2- 60-120 MC
Range 3-120-240 MC

 SWEEP WIDTH:
0-12 MC (Continuously
Variable)

 MARKER FREQUENCY
19.5 to 40 MC (funda-

' mental). 39 MC to 240
MC (harmonic)

Coverage:
 CRYSTAL FREQUENCIES

To 20 MC on Funda-
mentals. Harmonics up
to 216 MC. (Crystals
Not Furnished)

 MODULATION
400 Cycle on both Crys-
tal and Marker Fre-
quencies

 AUDIO:
400 cycles

The steel case is finished in black suede baked enamel,
size 15 11/32'xll 1/32"z8 1/4'. Leather handle. Panel
is black, white and red etched on aluminum. Copper
plated feet for grounding.

FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES PRIDE IN HIS WORK
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EDITORIAL
by S. B. COWAN

TV a Killer - - Beware!
Not enough emphasis can be put upon

the subject that TV can and does kill
people. For example, during the past 30
days there were no less than 6 deaths due
to TV that have come to our attention.
Undoubtedly there were more about which
we have no knowledge.

In Dayton, Ohio, two laymen decided to
move a TV antenna. Evidently the mast,
when raised, touched a high tension line.
The two were electrocuted. In Kansas City
a layman reached out of a window to strap
down a transmission line that was loose and
flapping. He reached too far, fell and died.
In New York two professional TV bench -

men were trouble -shooting in a TV chassis.
One reached over the other's shoulder to
point out where he thought the fault was.
In his hand was a screw driver. A flash-
and both died. The tool had hit the high
voltage transformer. In San Diego a tech-
nician on his first installation job set up a
ladder carelessly. It didn't slip until he
reached its peak, and then he fell, breaking
his neck.

If professional TV men do their work
carelessly with fatal results, undoubtedly
this will stimulate political moves for li-
censing, which in our opinion is another
type of death, by strangulation of free -
enterprise. However, the general public
should "lay off" TV installation work, for
it kills professionals and novices without
discrimination.
Servicemen's Clinics

RMA's "Town Meetings" Committee is
preparing to hold 60 more technical clinics
in as many TV areas during the next year.
Meanwhile the PRSMA's 2nd Annual
Radio -TV Service Convention is scheduled
for the Philadelphia, Pa., Broadwood Hotel,
Sept. 25, 26 and 27. Opening at 7 p.m.
Monday the 25th, the first evening will be
devoted to introductory addresses by key
personalities. The two technical sessions,
however, on the 26th and 27th will run
from 10 A.M. until 10 P.M. The tentative
program outline is given on page of
this issue. Yours truly, who incidently was
honored by being appointed Moderator for
the technical sessions, is convinced that
the most practical and worthwhile series
program outline is given on page 4 of
of lectures ever before offered.
Radio Reviving

TV's fast growth has somewhat relegated
ordinary AM radio servicing to a secondary
position during the past year. Now there
are signs of a turnabout. Business indices
show that AM service business has been
increasing everywhere, even in TV areas,
on a steady basis, and the prospects for a

new high in dollar volume of servicing, and
the use of replacements, tubes and acces-
sories such as 3 -speed record players,
should make 1950 the banner year since
radio's inception. A word of caution is in
order: when you do a job do a fine job,
and make sure you charge enough so that
a profit is realized on every job.
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New 2 -Stage Pre -Amplifier

Increases Original TV Signal

Strength 5 TIMES

In 1949 the ANCHOR Single Stage BOOSTER improved television reception for 1 out of every 4 TV Set Owners.
Thousands of apartment dwellers, suburban and fringe area residents the nation over demonstrated their prefer-
ence by making ANCHOR the Number One BOOSTER in sets sold. ANCHOR developed this recognition only through
its own top-notch performance by being able to deliver sharp snow -free pictures in most difficult conditions. Now
ANCHOR has added the new Two Stage BOOSTER to their line to bring television, and the finest television re-
ception, to everyone. The New ANCHOR Pre -Amplifier Will Out -perform Any Two Stage BOOSTER on the market.

ANCHOR'S
performance
curves have
never been
challenged. 12

Undisputed 6

laboratory CO

tests prove that 2

the ANCHOR
 18

Two Stage
BOOSTER 12

increases the
original TV
signal strength
5 TIMES.
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alSingle Knob Construction allows switching

and tuning with a flick of the wrist.

 Radically new switching of tube and circuit

components.

 Modernly styled with streamlined plastic es-

cutcheon. Soft mahogany leatherette finish.

40 Most stable non -regenerative unit available.

The unit that is not returned.

R RADIO CORP.
2:,15 SOUTH ST. LOUIS AVENUE CHICAGO 23, ILLINOIS
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CAPACITORS
ARE

THEcivItCOMPLETE

DISC CERAMIC LINE

DEVELOPED especially for
the television industry,

Sprague Cera-mite Capaci-
tors fill the bill for the alert
service technician!

Temperature- compen-
sating, general -use, and
high -K bypass types fit
every type of circuit appli-
cation. The low self-induc-
tance feature of the flat plate
with uni-directional lead de-
sign gives better high fre-
quency performance than
the older tubular ceramics
which they replace. And
they're ideal as mica capa-
citor replacements, too!

Tiny and dependable,
every Cera-mite is rated at
1000 volts test, 500 wvdc,
and for operation at 185°F.

Cera-mites are clearly
stamped with capacitance-
no confusing color coding.

Stock up at your Sprague
distributor without delay!
Write for Cera-mite Bulletin

*Trademark

SPRAGUE
PRODUCTS COMPANY

Distributors. D;ra'on of the Sprague becfr;c Co.
n Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.

TRADE
FLASHES

A -press -time" digest of production,
distribution de merchandising activities

Phila. Svcmen's Exhibit
The second annual Radio, Televi-

sion. and Electronics Exhibit spon-
sored by the Philadelphia Radio Ser-
vice Men's Aspciation will be held at
Philadelphia's= Broadwood Hotel from
September 25 to 27, it was announced
by David Krantz, Show Committee
Chairman.

Purpose of the show is to acquaint
servicemen, dealers and others in the
servicing industry with the newest de-
velopments in electronics. For this
purpose many important educational
seminars and lectures will be held
during the daily sessions, which will
begin at 7:00 P.M. September 25 and
run from 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
on September 26 and 27.

Activities of the first evening will
be concentrated on an introductory
program with addresses by key indus-
trial figures and civic officials, plus
opening of the many trade displays
which will hold prominent positions
in the main ballroom of the Broad -
wood Hotel.

It is expected that more than 8,000
people in the industry will be in at-
tendance. Special sessions for dealers,
service technicians, Hams and stu-
dents will be carried out during the
PRSMA SHOW, stated Mr. Krantz.
Educational exhibitions and films will
be prepared by leading organizations
in the industry.

The program was arranged by a
panel of trade officials which included
John Rider, nationally known editor
and writer; Lewis Winners, editor;
Sanford R. Cowan, publisher; David
Krantz; Fred Shunaman, editor; Stan-
ley W. Myers, John J. Zagury and
Harry Bortnick, will be varied, touch-
ing upon different facets of the elec-
tronics field. Included in the subjects
to be covered will be: "Future Of The
Television Industry", "Problems of
Ultra -High Wave Frequency", "Radio
vs TV", "Conversion of TV Receivers
to Large Tubes", "Record Changer
Clinic." Other subjects will be direct-
ed at students for whom special pe-
riods have been arranged, with subject
material relating to the problem,
"Where Do You Go From School ?"

The program will be divided into sub -

ject periods of interest to servicemen,
dealers and students. Each evening's
program will be devoted to a subject
of wide, general trade interest, such
as "Color Television", "Phonovision"
and demonstrations. Prominent speak-
ers from the industry will highlight
each program.

Educational displays will be exhib-
ited by the Signal Corps, the Armed
Forces and the Telephone Co. Color
television will be demonstrated by
several prominent manufacturers. Oth-
er manufacturers will demonstrate
their newest products and techniques.

Among exhibitors who have reserved
booth space at the PRSMA Show are
the following: Channel Master Cor-
poration, Hickok Electrical Inst. Co.,
JFD Manufacturing Co., Inc., Kay
Electric Co., Vee-D-X--The LaPointe
Plascomold Corp., Philco Corporation,
Philco Distributors, Inc., Radio Ser-
vice Dealer Mag. (Cowan Publishing),
Raymond Rosen & Co., Inc., Service
Magazine, Sheldon Electric Co., Syl-
vania Electric Product Inc. Many lo-
cal representatives will present prod-
ucts of their manufacturers.

An invitation to attend the Show
has been extended to all organizations
and servicemen. Tickets of admission
will be distributed by all Parts and
Radio Distributors.

Mass Meeting Protests Licensing

On the evening of June 14th, the
auditorium of Central Commercial
High School, in New York City, was
jammed with 1100 servicemen who
came to protest the proposed Munici-
pal bill to license television service-
men.

The bill, proposed by Councilman
Keegan, aimed to establish a fee of
$500.00 for a license to install or ser-
vice television receivers. In addition,
the bill sought to limit licenses to
shops having a minimum of 500
square feet working space, and 30
square feet of bench area. Under this
proposed bill each licensed shop would
be required to employ a minimum or

[Continued on page 8]
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FEATURES

TORQUE FT! LBS.

TORQUE PER POUND'OF
ROTATOR

SIDE THRUST OVERLOAD
(FT. LBS.) TO STOP
ROTATION

WEATHER PROOFING

ELECTRICAL TO MECHANICAL
EFFICIENCY TORQUE
PER WATTS CONSUMED

TYPE OF LOAD BEARING

MAST CAPACITY

ALIGNMENT OF ROTATOR
SUPPORT MAST AND
ANTENNA MAST

MOUNTING VERSATILITY

TYPE OF DIRECTIONAL
INDICATION

pATs PEN°

TELEROTOR

One piece "Water Shed"
Dome Housing

Two 61/2 in. dia.
Ball Races

Mast or Platform

End of
Rotation
Light

Dial lights
8 Positions
and end

You Can't Beat a RADIART ANTENNA
on a TELE -ROTOR.- It's TOPS!

:abo

p0gyo5é.ff
and You'll See There Is NO COMPARISON

Rubber Gasket

16.4% 16.3%

Double Sleeve

13/S"

Off Set

Mast Only

End of.
Rotation
Light

The ONLY Rotator with
ALL the Important Features

Rotator C

Metal Ring

Sleeve & Ball
2 in. dia.
Ball Race

Mast Only

Rotator K

Felt Washers

Sleeve

. Mast Only

Rotator M

Rubber Gasket

Sleeve

Mast Only

End of
Rotation
Light

Rotator N

Rubber Gasket

Double Ball Race
1 in. dia.
Ball Race

Off Set

Mast Only

Meter

THE BANivircoRPORATION
CLEVELAND 2 OHIO

 VIBRATORS  AUTO AERIALS

Rotator U

0.46

163

Rubber Gasket

11%

Double Sleeve

In Line

Mast or
Side Plate

sn0,44,

 ROTATORS  TV ANTENNAS  POWER SUPPLIES
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SALES

"Plenty... with the
G -E monogram on the job!"

AN OTHER way to put it is acceptance. `G -E' on my store window,
on tube cartons, makes my customers want to buy!" Testimony

like this is common when radio -TV servicemen talk shop. They've
found - sales have shown them - that it's easy to market a tube

product known favorably to millions. Just as your income, once you
handle General Electric tubes, climbs because your public is pre-

sold on G -E quality and value! . . . And you get plenty of help in
acquainting prospects with your expert service facilities, as well as

with your complete line of G -E tubes. General Electric signs, ad-
vertising aids, other attention -getters do an overtime job of bring-

ing business to your door. Your G -E tube distributor will be glad
to review for your benefit the folder describing the many colorful,

effective, tested G -E sales helps, each a signpost along your road to
bigger tube profits. See him today! General Electric Company, Elec-

tronics Department, Schenectady 5, New York.

oil caw/la/pea cow_i(ae/ziece

GENERAL ELECTRIC

ONE SOURCE for all your tube
requirements-metal and glass tubes;
miniatures; TV picture tubes in a wide
range of sizes and types; also germa-
nium diodes and selenium rectifiers.
General Electric's line is complete! G. E.'s
list of types includes newest tube designs
for new radio -TV receivers! ... Stock G -E
100 - percent, to simplify ordering -to
benefit from unit deliveries - to profit
from General Electric tube quality and
product popularity!

1$1-JA5
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Mallory Plascap*
Made with Amazing Mallocene*!

World's First Completely Engineered
Plastic Tubular Capacitor

Here's the plastic tubular that's years ahead of its time . . . made
possible now by Mallocene, amazing Mallory plastic develop-
ment that gives you four exclusive performance firsts, leaves
ordinary plastic tubulars far, behind!

Gone is the old bugaboo of "call-backs" due to construction
weaknesses beyond your control. For the Mallory Plascap is
dependable. No oil leakage, no unsoldered leads, no off -center
or deformed cartridges, no messy outside wax coating, no insu-
lation problems. The Mallory Plascap makes your service job
easier! See your Mallory Distributor.

TRISEAl. CONSTRUCTION-Sealed three ways
-with moisture -free Mallotrol* tough
outer plastic shell ... exclusive Mallocene!

FASTITE LEADS-Permanently fastened . . .

sealed with Mallocene . . unaffected by
soldering -iron heat!

The Secret of Mallocene . . .

There is only one logical way to build a molded type
plastic tubular capacitor ... with a plastic that
sticks to the metal leads! But with ordinary con-
struction methods, this has been impossible, for
such a plastic would stick to the metal mold!

Here's the secret of the Mallory Plascap. First, an
extremely tough plastic shell is molded. The car-
tridge is carefully centered within this shell. Then,
the cartridge is surrounded with Mallocene. When
Mallocene hardens, it actually becomes part of the
outer plastic shell, and sticks to the metal leads!
Thus, Mallocene provides a solid plastic tubular
capacitor with the first moisture -proof construction!

DISTORTION -FREE WINDING - No flattened
cartridges due to molding pressures ... no
failures due to "shorts"!

TRU-CENTER CARTRIDGE-Cartridge center-
ed every time . . . uniform insulation guar-
anteed at all points!

Plus these Top Features: Operates at 85°C .... No messy outside wax coating required ... Great mechanical
strength . . . Small in size ... Light in weight . . . High dielectric strength ... Lead to outside foil clearly identi-
fied . . . Handsome yellow case ... Legible part -numbers and ratings.

MEMINEEREECIME CAPACITORS ... CONTROLS ... VIBRATORS ...

ALL0R vs wis RITAcp7cst.c.. T I E

FILTERSS.

.

4;9. U. U. Pot. Off.

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS

r

*Trade Mark
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SIGNAL
TRACER KIT

$1959

qeaMkr
VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER KIT

CONDENSER in;
CHECKER KIT $17-.

/eater
TUBE CHECKER KIT

fieathkits are
beautiful

factory engineered

quality service instruments
supplied

unassep

bled. The
builder not

only saves
the assembly

labor cost
but learns

a great
deal about

the

construction
and features

of the instrument.

This knowledge
aids

materially in
the use and

maintenance
of the equipment.

hleathkits are

ideal f or and used
by leading

universities
and

schools
throughout

the
United States.

Each

kit is complete
with cabinet,

110V 60 cycle

transformer
(except hicthditester),

all tubes,

coils assembled
and calibrated,

panel al- K I T

It.IGE:lte,17*.,,,.AUD

ready printed,
chassis all punched,

formed . . . ' s 3 4 5

and plated,
every part supplied.

Each kit is fAcv,

to

Provided with detailed
instruction

manual

for assembly
and use. Heathkits

provide the

perfect
solution to

the problem
of affording

complete
service

equipment on a limited bud-

get. The
basic three

instruments - an Oscillo-

scope, Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter,

and Signal

Generator
can be

purchased in lieathkits
for

$83.50,
about the

cost of a f actorybuilt

VNINN alone.
Write for complete

catalog.

IMPEDANCE
BRIDGE

Ln"
BRIDGE KIT $VP7-;

le-ette
R. F. SIGNAL
GEN. KIT

$195,0

HANDITESTER

KIT... $135.0

qeatlr
BATTERY

ELIMINATOR KIT

$225.0

qearaZer
ELECTRONIC

SWITCH KIT

$3450°

qeaeZec-

q`eataer- 5-
TELEVISION

OSCILLOSCOPE
GEN. KIT...

K

$3959
$3950

14 6 Alt 14
HARBORCOM

BEN TON
12,

MICHIGAN

EXPORT DEPT., 13 E. 4 Oth ST., NEW YORK 16, N.Y. CABLE ARLAB-N.Y.

TRADE FLASHES
[from page 4]

three workers, one of whom would be
an office worker.

Among the speakers at this meeting
were Noel Payne, Corresponding Sec-
retary of ARSNY, who spoke for the
Association; Louis Calamaris, Execu-
tive Secretary of National Electronics
Distributors Association, who flew
from Chicago to be at the meeting;
Col. John F. Rider, publisher, and
Tim Alexander, of Motorola, Chair-
man of the Service Committee Of Ra-
dio Manufacturers Association.

These speakers strongly condemned
the proposed legislation as being dis-
criminatory and ineffectual in elimin-
ating the conditions at which it was
aimed.

Max Leibowitz, President of ARS-
NY, made a plea that all present voice
their disapproval of this bill by writ-
ing to their councilmen.

Arthur Silverberg, Vice -President
of ARSNY, acting as moderator, read
a petition, signed by 441 students of
RCA Institute, protesting that a bill
such as this would discourage those
who have chosen television as their
career, from continuing in this field.

Col. Rider was authorized by Paul
Rutheiser, Commander American Le-
gion of N. Y. county, to speak for him
in his absence. Col. Rider stated that
the Legion disapproved of the bill be-
cause it would make it impossible for
many veterans, with limited funds, to
enter the television field, even though
they were technically qualified.

A resolution was passed requesting
that the Council defeat this bill at its
next session.

Jensen Introduces New Speaker

Picture shows Sanford Cowan Pub-
lisher of Radio Service Dealer and

Burton Browne of Burton Browne Ad-
vertising being shown the Jensen Tri-
axial speaker by Ralph Glover, Chief
Engineer of Jensen.

[Continued on page 28]
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There's money to be made out of those several
million TV sets in daily use. But if you want to
get your share, you've got to service those TV
sets accurately, promptly, satisfactorily.

That's where Clarostat's TV Replacement
Data can help you. At a glance you know the
correct control, power resistor and beam bender
for those popular TV chassis and models. So
don't guess: KNOW! Do the job right the first
time and eliminate costly call-backs that rob
you of your profits.

Ask your Clarostat jobber for the Clarostat
TV Replacement Data Sheets. Also order those
TV replacement items from him. He stocks them
for your convenience.

P7

CANADIAN MARCONI CO., LTD.
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE In Canada: Montreal, P. Q., and branches
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REGENCY FEATURES:

 Single -knob tuning control.
 Off -on switch controls the TV set.

 Easy installation. TV set plugs into
the booster-booster plugs into wall
outlet!

 The use of Contra -Wound Bifilar
Coils with push-pull triode design
gives a balanced circuit,

 Electrical symmetry makes possible
balanced -bridge neutralization
which insures stability and elimi-
nates self -oscillations,

 No external impedance matching
devices required.

REGENCY FEATURES:

 A handsome plastic cabinet design
in mahogany or blonde; created to
please the most discriminating inte-
rior decorator,

 Wide bandwidth assures equal en-
joyment of both video and audio
on all 12 channels.

 Underwriters' Approved.

Division,

IreiAtee4._
I. D. E. A. INC.

55 N. New Jersey St., Indianapolis 4, Indiana
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A. F. C. CIRCUITS
b' WALTER II. BUCHSBAUM

HE horizontal scanning frequen-
cy under the present television

standards is 15,750 cycles per second
and the sawtooth generator contained
in each receiver must operate at ex-
actly this frequency. The synchroniz-
ing pulses sent out by the transmitter
must control the operation of the
sweep circuits at the receiver, other-
wise the picture will not be reprqduced
in one piece. The horizontal sweep
section in every television receiver has
a number of different adjustments, all
necessary to keep the receiver in syn-
chronism with the transmitter. When
the horizontal sawtooth frequency is
higher than that of the synchronizing
pulses an effect like the one illustrated
in Fig. 1, is obtained.

Horizontal Hold Problems

In earlier television receivers the
synchronizing pulse controlled the
sawtooth oscillator directly and on
weak signals the horizontal hold con-
trol had to be constantly re -adjusted.
Noise pulses riding through with the
synchronizing pulses would trigger
the oscillator causing the appearance
of a picture torn to pieces. When a
station was tuned in the picture would
waver and tear until the proper synch
pulse level was reached. Interference
of most types caused the picture to
disintegrate entirely. To minimize the
effects of these changes in the syn-
chronizing pulses it was necessary to
separate, clip, limit and amplify the
synchronizing pulses very carefully.

Another problem of synchronization
is the tendency of the sawtooth oscil-
lator to change its frequency, even
if the synchronizing pulses are noise
free and of sufficient amplitude. This
oscillator drift can be dm!) to some or
all of the following effects : Heat

Part 1

This is the first of a series of articles scan

a -f -c circuits used in television receiNers_
tion to a discussion of the initial horizontal
Items that gave rise to the development of
cuits, and analysis of the various types
used, methods of %Cr% icing are also

Fig. I. Loss of horizontal synchronization.

changing the electrical value of dif-
ferent components, changes in line
voltage, tube aging, etc. No matter
how well designed an oscillator is,
some tendency to drift will always be
present.

When the first postwar television
receivers were designed the perfection
of an automatic means of controlling
the sawtooth oscillator was given pri-

horizontal
In addi-

hold proh-
these cir-

of circuits
discussed_

ority. A system which would be im-
pervious to changes in synchronizing
pulse amplitude, noise or interference
and which would instantly compensate
for any oscillator drift was the dream
of most television engineers. The re-
quirements, operation and limitation
of such a system and description of
the three basic AFC systems now in
use is the topic of this article.

RADIO SERVICE DEALER JULY, 1950
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From
video
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Fig. 2. Basic elements of horizontal a.f.c.

Basic Requirements of An 130C
The drawing of Fig. 2, shows the

basic elements of a practical auto-
matic frequency control circuit. The
horizontal synchronizing pulses sent
out by the transmitter must first be
separated from the picture elements
and the vertical pulses. To remove
them from the picture signals a clip-
per circuit is used which permits only
the top of the signal, the synchroniz-
ing pulses, to pass. The limiter stage
is required to maintain the synchron-
izing pulse at a fixed level and remove
strong noise pulses. The number of
tubes and the complexity of this syn-
chronizing pulse separating section
depends on the type of AFC used.
Some AFC circuits require a very
clean and constant pulse, others op-
erate equally well with a small amount
of picture signal mixed in, or when
the synchronizing pulse amplitude
varies.

The heart of any AFC system is the
section which compares the frequency
of the synchronizing pulses and that
of the local oscillator. In two of the
basic AFC systems described here this
frequency comparison is performed by
a double diode arranged in a discrim-
inator type of circuit. In FM radio
the detector operates not on rectifica-
tion like in AM, but converts changes
in frequency into the audio signal.
At the center frequency the output of
the discriminator is zero, but as the
frequency increases, a negative voltage
might result, while a decrease in fre-
quency would produce a positive volt-
age. The principle of operation of the
frequency comparing network in AFC
systems in very similar to that used
in FM discriminators.

The error voltage developed by the
frequency comparing network must
have some very special characteristics.
First it must be possible to adjust the
circuit so that no error voltage is pro-
duced when the horizontal oscillator is
locked -in. Secondly, the error voltage
must vary in such a manner that it
brings the oscillator back to the sync
frequency. As an example,. let us con-
sider the case where an oscillator is
used whose frequency increases as the

control voltage is made more positive.
For some reason this oscillator runs
at a slightly higher frequency than
that of the incoming pulses. The error
voltage must go more negative to re-
duce the oscillator frequency to the
value of the synch pulse speed. If the
error voltage developed would increase
in a positive direction, this would
make the oscillator frequency even
higher. Such a condition can occur in
home -built receivers or when some
parts are replaced. The remedy for it
is a simple reversing of the connec-
tions to the diode or the oscillator
transformer.

The error voltage must be applied
gradually to prevent over -compensa-
tion. If the error voltage would act
instantly or directly on the oscillator
its effect might be too fast, just like
a steering wheel in an autmobile must
have some slack to permit smoother
steering. Occasionally an AFC system
is used which permits the serviceman
to adjust the application of the error
voltage on the oscillator. Maladjust-
ment of this control is indicated when
the picture appears to lock -in and
then quickly slips out again several
times until it finally locks -in.

If several strong noise pulses ap-
pear together with the synchronizing

pulses, they might cause a sudden
change in error voltage and, therefore,
a change in oscillator frequency. To
avoid any sudden and momentary
changes, special precautions are taken.
The error voltage is a varying d -c
voltage, and some capacity or a regu-
lar R -C filter is used to keep it d.c.
The final section shown in Fig. 2, is
the horizontal sawtooth generator
which is to be controlled by the AFC
system.

Two basic types of sawtooth gen-
erators are used in television. One is
the multivibrator circuit and the oth-
er, most widely used for the horizontal
sweep, is the blocking oscillator type.
Both circuits are really square wave
generators and require an R -C dis-
charge network to change the square
wave into a sawtooth. Multivibrator
circuits are more economical because
they require no blocking oscillator
transformer. The disadvantage of
multivibrators, however, is their some-
what critical adjustment. Further-
more, they are not easily controlled
by a variable bias as required for AFC,
and for direct synchronization their
stability with different synch pulse
amplitudes is not too good. Multi -
vibrators are used in inexpensive
small screen receivers, usually where
electrostatic deflection is employed.

Practically all television manufac-
turers use some kind of blocking
relaxation type oscillator in their mag-
netically deflected models. Some of
these circuits are a combination sine
wave and square wave oscillator, some
use the principles of a multivibrator,
but all can be identified by the fact
that they contain a coil or transformer
in the oscillator tank circuit. These
oscillator circuits lend themselves to
AFC and even without this added
feature their frequency can be con -
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trolled smoothly by varying a d -c vol-
tage. Like the multivibrator, these
oscillators generate a square wave
which is changed into a sawtooth vol-
tage by means of a discharge network.

In the beginning of this article, one
of the main reasons for using AFC
was shown to be the effect of noise on
the horizontal sweep. Another aspect
is the lock -in action at low signal
levels. Smooth automatic control of
any change in frequency as well as
simplicity of adjustment are also im-
portant features of any good AFC
system. In the following paragraphs
each of the three main systems used in
present day receivers is discussed with
respect to these features and finally
the actual circuits are described in
detail.

Three main types of AFC systems
The first AFC system to be in really

wide use was the circuit found in all
RCA 630 type receivers. In the manu-
facturer's literature this circuit was
called "Synchrolock" and most tele-
vision engineers still refer to it by
that name. The synchrolock circuit
has long been considered the most
satisfactory AFC system as regards
performance. Its operation is really
stable, its noise immunity excellent
and its performance on weak signals,
leaves nothing to be desired. The ad-
justment of the synchrolock type of
AFC circuit is not very simple, but
if the correct procedure is followed
it is possible to adjust it once for a
long time. The range of the horizon-
tal hold control is relatively small. If
the AFC is set properly, the picture
will lock in automatically at any set-
ting of the horizontal hold control,
except on very weak signals.

The main reason why the synchro-
lock circuit has been abandoned in
later model receivers is the large num-
ber of tubes required. In addition to
the four tubes shown in the circuit of
Fig. 3, most receivers have three stages
preceding the synchrolock section.
These three stages are the synch pulse
clipper, separator, and limiter. The
synchrolock transformer with its two
tapped windings and powdered iron
core also increases the expense of this
AFC system.

The synchrolock circuit is used in
all RCA 630 and 830 models, as well
as all 630 type chassis and is also em-
ployed in the Admiral 30A1, Zenith,
Ansley and most other 30 tube re-
ceivers. The advantages of the syn-
chrolock could be summed up in its
excellent performance, and the dis-
advantages in its cost.

The second main type of AFC is
often referred to as phase detector be-
cause that is the principle on which
it functions. There are many varia-
tions of this circuit in use today but
they are all characterized by the pres-
ence of a double diode, usually a
6ATZ, and the absence of a tapped
oscillator transformer.

The performance of this AFC sys-
tem is characterized by good stability
in most versions, good lock -in range
on weak signals, but its noise im-
munity is only fair. The range of the
horizontal hold control is not as lim-
ited as in the synchrolock. It will be
possible to let the picture go out of
synchronism at either or both ends of
the hold control. This means that the
customer might have to re -adjust the
horizontal hold control occasionally
and be sure to do so correctly, other-
wise the picture might slip out of
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Fig. 4. Output wave shape from
synchrolock circuit in Fig. 3. (60 volts

peak to peak)

synchronism at a change of signal
strength. To minimize this the in-
ductance of the oscillator circuit must
be tuned very close to the proper fre-
quency and there are several compo-
nents which must be held to close
tolerances. In spite of this, the phase
detector system is much less expensive
than the synchrolock since it requires
only three tubes, including the clipper
and limiter.

The phase detector type of AFC be-
came well known after its description
in an RCA license bulletin describing
a "Novel 10 Inch Receiver." Today
this AFC system is used in the Ad-
miral model 20A1, Teleking, Motorola -
Emerson and General Electric re-
ceivers. The last three manufacturers
have modified the phase detector some-
what. The main difference of their
respective systems with regard to the
one shown in Fig. 5, is in the oscil-
lator circuit.. General Electric uses a
single tapped oscillator coil in a Hart-
ley oscillator circuit which produces
a sine wave which is then changed
into a sawtooth. Emerson and Motor-
ola employ a blocking oscillator trans-
former, similar to the one used in the
vertical sweep section. The system of
controlling these oscillator circuits is
identical to that shown here.

The advantage of the phase detector
can be summed up as economy and
rood performance and its drawbacks
are critical adjustment and only fair
noise immunity.

The third, and at the present the most
widely used type of AFC, goes under
the name of Synchroguide, a name
stemming again from RCA. This cir-
cuit appears to be the most economical
and stable AFC system to date. It is
being used in all RCA sets other than
the 630 and 830 line. In addition it
has long been part of Phileo models
and is now employed in the new Ad-
miral, Olympic, Airking, Teletone,
and many other well known receivers.
The earlier versions of the Synchro-
guide were slightly different from the
one illustrated here. At first a fre-

[Continued on page 32]
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MET for '50

HYTRON for '50
Thrifty, nifty fifty Ford. On the dash a fine new Ford radio
receiver. And again tubes by Hytron. Hytron continues as a
major supplier of Ford auto radio tubes. Because Hytron
specializes in auto radio tubes. Engineered for leaders like
Ford, these Hytron tubes are leaders too. 'Null said! Buying
auto radio tubes? Buy wise . . . like Ford. Buy Hytron!

NEW 4TH EDITION - Hytron Reference
Guide for Miniature Electron Tubes. Free
from your Hytron jobber; or write us. Original

unique. Lists all miniatures to date, re-
gardless of make. Six pages. 132 miniatures
- 41 new. 70 basing diagrams. Lists similar
larger prototypes. Get your copy today.

MAIN OFFICE: SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS

FREE - Hytron Tool Catalogue. Describes
famous Hytron service -shop tools; Soldering Aid,
Tube Lifter, 7 -Pin and 9 -Pin Straighteners, Tube

Tapper and Auto Radio Tool. Find out how these
Hytron tools can ease your work , .. help you
make more money. Write today.
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TAPE RECORDERS

TWO principal methods of mag-
netic recording were evolved

during the teething days of develop-
ment, - perpendicular and longitud-
inal. We deal here only with the pres-
ently popular longitudinal method.

Review of Magnetic Theory
The concept of a field of magnetic

flux is accepted to explain the theory
of magnetic action since we cannot
see molecular motion. Lines of force
never cross yet they are always com-
pleted within or without the magnetic
medium. They either blend and pro-
duce a strong resultant, or counteract,
producing a weak resultant. Since the
direction and magnitude of a mag-
netic field determine its performance,
it is fortunate that this phenomena
can be controlled.

Magnetically soft materials, sub-
jected to and controlled by alternating
currents (audio modulation), and hav-
ing high permeability, are required
for recorders and reproducers. The
degree of permeability is a function
of the molecular motion within the
magnet and within the crystal lat-
tices or domains of the magnetic mate-
rial on the recording tape as we shall
see later. High permeability and a
large saturation of flux density are
essential so that the magnetomotive
force (signal in recorder winding) and
volume of material required for con -

Ferromagnetic Material

Fig. I. Typical saturation curve.
B = Resultant Flux
H = Magentizing Force

by C. A. TUTHILL

This is the first of a series of articles on tape recorders
for Service Dealers handling tape machines. In subse-
quent articles operation, servicing, mechanical features,
electrical circuits, and record duplication will be discussed.

struction, can be held within economic
practicability. Extreme constancy of
permeability is imperative throughout
the useful spectrum.

Saturation

It has been found that, for low
densities of saturation, the resultant
flux (B) is proportional to the mag-
netizing force (H) (See Fig. 1) but,
that beyond a certain point the flux
density increases only slightly despite
a very large increase in magneto -
motive force. There is a magnetic
saturation point for any material be-
yond which it cannot be further mag-
netized.

The' magnetic characteristics of
iron seem largely due to the random
spin of electrons in orbital groups of
the iron atom. Atoms adjacent to each
other align themselves in the form
of very minute permanent magnets
called domains. Any magnetomotive
force, applied externally, tends to
orient these domains along the axis
of that external force. Internal fric-
tional forces tend to oppose any
change in position of these domains.
However, as an external force grows
progressively larger, the domains
gradually align themselves in accord-
ance with the external influence.
When all of the domains become so
oriented, the magnetic material is said
to be saturated. Similar sporadic ac-
tion takes place on the surface of a
conditioned tape during magnetic re-
cording. Any substance made up of
spontaneously magnetized and satur-
ated domains is said to possess ferro-
magnetism.

Hysteresis

From an economic or from an engi-
neering viewpoint, the most important

characteristic of a magnetic material
is the density of flux it renders for a
given magnetomotive force applied.
When intrinsic flux density "B", ex-
pressed in gauss, is plotted against
magnetizing force "H", expressed in
oersteds, the resultant curve for a
complete cycle of reversing magnetic
forces is called the hysteresis loop.
Two such loops for present day alloys
are given in Fig. 2. Standard texts
should be reviewed for further details.

Fringing & Leakage Fluxes

When an air gap is inserted in a
magnetic circuit, flux spreads out or
fringes around the gap. The flux near
the edge of the gap is called Fringing
Flux (Fig. 3). Since the permeability
of iron is several hundred times that
of air, the reluctance of even a short
air gap is large compared to the metal-
lic portion of the magnetic circuit.
This sets up the reason why recorder
heads are designed for a minimum of
gap width.
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis curves of Alnico
steel and Permalloy.
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Fig. 3. Fringing and leakage losses.
Solid lines indicate a direct path,

dotted lines a leakage path.

Basic Recording Problems

When an early steel tape (1900 vint-
age) passed before a single recording
pole longitudinally, the tape was sub-
jected to saturation at right angles to
its planer surface, and, being a perme-
able metal, was left with a north and
south pole of polarity. Such a tape,
carried past a recording pole piece
where alternating signal flux was in-
troduced, obviously produced a highly
distorted record since only half cycles
were recorded. The highly polarized
tape caused only one'side of the mag-
netization curve, (Fig. 4) to be used.

(D -C)

Improvement was gained by appli-
cation of a bias current. At first a
direct current was used to steer the
recording flux to a more linear portion
of the curve at point "n" Fig. 4. A
d.c. erase or wiping current of some
magnitude was required to obliterate
records and for re -saturation of the
tape.

One advantage gained was that the
steel tape was returned to a neutral
magnetic condition during moments
of zero signal input. However, the
overall picture was far from good.
Distortion prevailed .and the back-
ground noise content (with d -c bias)
increased as a function of steady state
magnetization until, at saturation, it
reached a noise value 20 db above that
found at zero signal.

AC -Bias

Today the universally adopted meth-
od of tape recording combines a super-
sonic a -c bias with the audio currents
induced into the tape. This results in
less distortion and a greater signal-to-
noise ratio than is derived from other
methods. In addition to aiding signal
transfer from poles to tape, the high
frequency current also erases any pre-
vious recording upon the same tape.
When the domains within the mag-

netic coating of the tape are thus
neutralized and at once subjected to
varying magnetomotive forces from
the recorder poles, they become orient-
ed in compliance with that recording
magnetomotive force.

But there are greater functions in-
volved, when recording with a -c bias,
than the mere transfer of signal from
recorder head to tape. To visualize the
process it is well to assume a stop -
motion in the proceedings. For ex-
ample, - there is an abrupt change
of magnetic action when a cross-sec-
tion of the tape leaves the recording
gap. A highly effective demagnetiza-
tion force sets in at the bias frequen-
cy. This action is explained:

1. When a tape is subjected to a
magnetizing force (H), as in Fig. 4,
the value of "H" is the result of that
force combined with any force result-

 Signal

Direction of tape travel

S

Fig. 4. Early single pole magnetiza-
tion (longitudinal), and typical mag-

netization curve shown below.

ing from free polarized domains with-
in the tape at that instant.

2. Forces produced by these domains
are in opposition to externally applied
magnetic forces (the signal). There-
fore when the applied forces are re-
moved (when the tape leaves the gap)
the effect of the opposition from with-
in the tape is to demagnetize some-
what the crossed -over or induced sig-
nal from recorder to tape.

3. The remnant induction within
the tape, (the finished record) becomes
the difference between the positive and
negative half cycles of the bias wave.
This difference is a function of the
audio signal and is shown graphically
as curve e -f in Fig. 5. Proper control
of bias and of audio signal level re-
sults in a cross -over to the tape in
compliance with the linear portions
(b and c) of the curve a - d of Fig. 5.
The point where curve a -d cuts the
vertical axis, (where H is zero) de-
termines the final residual induction
Br as shown in the figure.

It is evident that the final signal
transfer is not highly efficient, yet,
this method of recording is linear
enough to avoid undue distortion.
Furthermore, where the audio signal
is zero at (e), a low noise level is
derived since at that point the tape
is almost completely demagnetized.
The inductive output from the re-
corder head, and subsequently from
the tape, is shown to be a line drawn
through the zero points of each oscilla-
tion of the bias frequency. This is
shown as the curve e -f of Fig. 5.

The principal requirement for a-c
bias is that the mean value of induc-
tion over one cycle of the bias -fre-
quency be proportional to the magni-
tude of the field produced by the audio
signal. Essentially the bias oscillator
must produce a stabilized current of
sine wave form although its frequency
is not critical. It is important that the
bias frequency be high enough so that
any intermodulation between bias and
harmonics from the audio current will
fall above the audio reproduction
spectrum. As a typical commercial ex-
ample, the new RCA tape recorder,
type RT-11A, provides a bias adjust-
ment to accommodate differences in
tapes and uses a frequency of 90 to
110 kilocycles.

Recording Media

There are many magnetic recording
mediums but our subject is tape re-
cording. The tape can be of various
bases, for example the German Mag-
netophon used a tape of prestretched
vinylite base covered with red iron
oxide powder (Fe203). Black iron
oxides (F$04) on paper bases give
equal results. Both can be synthetical-
ly produced. The uniformity in thick-
ness of plastic base tapes has boosted
their popularity.

Requirements for the magnetic
material coated upon a tape should be
considered as severe. For a good out-
put against noise; and for a good low
frequency response, it should have a

RECORDING BY MEANS
OFA HIGH FREQUENCY
BIAS.

Hmox

1!

Fig. 5. Remanent induction as a func-
tion of the audio frequency signal.
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high remanence, i.e., a nigh flux den-
sity remaining after external mag-
netic forces cease. A remanent pat-
tern of every detail is the desired op-
timum. Next, for good high frequency
response, and for good stability and
permanence of record the medium
must have high coercitivity (i.e. it
must be able to respond to reversed
magnetic forces which will reduce its
magnetisim to zero). This latter
characteristic makes possible thorough
erasure immediately prior to a new
recording. Furthermore the two above
characteristics must be developed at
relatively low fields of external mag-
netic force otherwise the tape is dif-
ficult to magnetize and difficult to
erase. The particles forming the
coating upon the surface of the tape
must be so minute as to form a
smooth homogeneous medium con-
ducive to a low content of ambient
noise.

When tapes are used, stability of
relationship between tape and pole -
pieces during motion is easily main-
tained with good mechanisms. Iden-
tical relationship with poles during
playback can also be maintained thus
offering one insurance against distor-
tion. Multiplication of original tape
recordings, by means of high frequen-
cy contact transfer, will be dealt with
later in this series.

High Frequency Erase

The purpose of the erase head is
to remove signals previously recorded
and leave the tape in a demagnetized
or neutral condition. Therefore a
greater amplitude of high frequency
field is used than required for h -f
bias during recording. Here again the
frequency is not critical beyond the
fact that below a certain frequency
minimum noise cannot be expected.
Some manufacturers use a d -c erase
but the residual noise remains higher
than obtained when high frequency
methods are used.

The erase gap is usually wider than
the recording gap, e.g., 20 mils. This

Fig. 6. Interception of tape record-
ing of a sine wave. (From Wetzel)

allows the flux to fringe and thus
subject the tape to decreasing mag-
netic intensity as it leaves the erase
head. This type of erasure is stable
and easily applied.

This phase of magnetic recording
emphasizes one of the greatest com-
mercial arguments for this method of
recording. Ferromagnetic materials
may be reduced to a neutral state if
a series of fields, alternating in sign
and decreasing in magnitude, are ap-
plied. Tapes, then, may be erased
hundreds of times without deteriora-
tion whereupon they are immediately
and equally usable again. Network
stations have proved this to be true.
Neither disc nor film recording can
even appro.ach this claim. Both of the
latter require processing.

It should be noted at this point that
an overloaded recording head will par-
tially erase its own signal. The reason,
-its saturated field fringes away from
the gap. As a direct result the tape,
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in its travel, is subjected to receding
magnitudes of bias fields which tend
to wash out the previously crossed-over
signal.

Frequency Response

The frequency response of a mag-
netic tape recording system is de-
pendent mainly upon three things:
(1) the speed of tape travel (see Fig.
8); (2) the magnetic characteristic
of the tape used: (3) the width of the
playback gap.

In commercial examples, reproducer
or playback heads run from mil to
1 mil in width. A voltage is developed
in the pickup coil which is propor-
tional to the time rate of change of
induction in the tape adjacent to and
passing the pickup gap. Flux lines
within and external to the recorded
tape, (Fig. 6) are intercepted by the
low permeability gap and core of the
reproducing head. In their transit
through the core, the flux lines thread
through the pickup coil thus inducing
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Fig. 8. Response/frequency character-
istics.

in it a voltage comparable to the au-
dio signal originally introduced.

Frequency response does not depend
upon recording gap width since rem -
anent induction within the tape, as
the result of recording, is largely de-
termined by the demagnetizing force
at the moment the tape leaves the re-
cording gap. Gap widths of 1 to 2
mils are average. Misalignment of tape
travel across either recorder or play-
back gap will of course introduce
losses.

The time rate of change of mag-
netic flux induced into the reproduc-
ing heads is proportional to the fre-
quency and theoretically rises at the
rate of 6 db per octave. Actually this
holds only for low frequencies. The
wavelengths on the tape are very long
for low frequencies compared to re-
producer air gap length hence demag-
netization may be considered unharm-
ful to "lows." However, the demag-
netization factor Y impairs high fre-
quency response since demagnetiza-
tion is proportional to residual flux
density. It has been shown that, for
the decreasing wavelengths of ascend-
ing frequenices, some of the flux lines
find the air path the path of least
reluctance. Such flux lines never tra-
verse the core or winding of the re-
producer. Instead, they represent a
voltage loss, during playback. This
condition grows with increase in fre-
quency until a point is reached where
wavelength equals gap width where-

, upon the output of the reproducer sud-
denly falls to infinity, see Fig. 7. The
actual measured response is shown in
the lower curve. Both equalization
and an increase in tape speed offer
cures.

Equalization

It is obvious from the above curves
that improvement can be gained from
pre -emphasis and post -emphasis equal-
ization so well known to disc record-
ing. With reference to the middle
range, both high and low frequencies
must be corrected. With proper han-
dling, a gain in signal-to-noise ratio
of 5 db may result. Such equalization
is known to the trade hence will not
be given space here.
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THE serviceman installing TV in
remote fringe areas is often faced

with the necessity of erecting tall
towers with compex bulky arrays
mounted on top. A three or four man
crew can pull up a tall tower with
considerable hazardous effort. A truck
can pull it up too, but most often it
isn't convenient to place the vehicle
in an advantageous position for this
work.

The difficulties of erecting towers
in these fashions and the troubles of
taking them down for repairs, prompt-
ed me to design the winch pictured
here. With this winch I've raised a
36 -foot tower, with a heavy rotator
and 4 -bay conical antenna twelve feet
high, from ground to its vertical posi-
tion in about five minutes. The phys-
ical effort involved was no greater
than getting a drink from the town
pump. Previously it took four men to
lift this tower and array into position
with considerable time and difficulty.

While I have not tried taller towers
with large arrays, this winch should
easily raise a 70' tower with a 4 -bay
array and rotator on top.
Construction

The winch pictured here cost about
$10 in labor to build. (See Fig. 1).
Fortunately all metal parts were
salvaged from discarded farm imple-
ments, steel fence posts, and an old
windmill tower. However angle iron
and gears can be purchased from junk
dealers quite reasonably. A local
welder can assemble the unit in about
two hours.

The gears, handle, and bearings
were from a discarded hand corn
sheller. Gears from a discarded pump
jack may be used (used on farms for
transmitting power from a motor to
an ordinary hand pump). In selecting
gears it must be remembered that the
larger the ratio of diameters of the
gears, or the larger the ratio of the
number of teeth in the gears, the
greater the mechanical advantage.
This winch has 88 teeth on the large
reel gear and 18 teeth on the small
handle gear. The ratio of 88 to 18 is
a mechanical advantage of approxi-
mately 5. Likewise the ratio of the
diameter of the large gear, 14", to
that of the small gear, 3", is approxi-
mately 5. If 100 lbs. is to be lifted
1 ft., then with a mechanical advan-
tage of 5, 20 lbs. must be exerted
through a distance of 5 ft. (The 36'
tower used weighed 36 lbs., the rotator
and supporting pipe 20 lbs., and an-
tenna 20 lbs.)

The main frame on which the gears
are mounted was built of 2%" x 2Y2"
angle iron from an old windmill
tower; the legs were of 1/2" I.D.

Nu&
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Describing the construction and operation of a winch
operation, requiring a minimum of manpower. This de
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Fig. I. Illustrating winch described in this article. Parts were made from
discarded farm implements, etc.

water pipe; and the braces were
1%" x 1%" angle iron from old steel
fence posts. The frame should be
welded first. (See Figs. 1 and 2 for
dimensions and details). The gears
and reel can then be positioned on
the frame and mounted appropriately.

In building the reel the highest
grade steel must be used for the shaft;
otherwise the shaft will bend when
pulling a heavy load. In the unit
built, the drive shaft from a Model
T Ford was used. Any automobile
axle will serve as well. (The reel de-
tails are in Fig. 2). An eye of 1/4/' or
Y8" iron rod should be welded to the
periphery of one of the reel sides to
anchor the beginning end of the rope

or cable. The reel ends should be first
welded to a 1%" I.D. or 2" I.D. pipe.
Then the shaft of g" or 1" dia. steel
can be inserted and welded to the out-
side of the reel. Large washers with 34"
or 1" hole and 2" O.D. welded on the
outsides and then to the shaft will
improve the strength of the reel. This
reel will hold about 150' of 34" rope
which has a breaking strength of ap-
proximately 5000 lbs. If a smaller
frame and reel are desired /" steel
cable of the same breaking strength
may be used.

The bearings can be purchased from
a large hardware dealer, farm machin-
ery store or machine shop if' none
can be found on discarded equipment.
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TV TOWERS
BEERS

,igned to make the raising of high towers an easy
'e is of immense value to the installer of such towers.

2"->-

46"

Shaft Shaft
to gear ( ) to reel

Starting
eye

221/2"

14"

END VIEW

Fig. 2. Side and end views of winch shown in Fig. I. Reel details are also
given in this figure.

They are usually known as pillow
boxes by machinists. The bearings
should be mounted with at least A"
bolts. Smaller bolts will hardly carry
the load safely. If the shaft through
the reel is not of the size of length
to permit mounting of the large gear
also, the two shafts can be joined to-
gether by welding a piece of pipe
over and between the adjoining ends
as shown in Fig. 2D.

Application

To use the winch it can be chained

with a log chain or tow chain to a
tree or post. In erecting towers it is
quite necessary to employ a gin pole.
(See Fig. 3A, 3B and picture.) A dis-
carded light pole or telephone pole
can be employed for this purpose if
not too badly decayed. New creosoted
poles can usually be purchased for $5
to $10 from small town lumber com-
panies. A 20' to 25' pole set about
5' in the ground should be sufficient
for most tower installations. The
base of the pole can be started in the
hole; and by pulling on the top with

a rope connected to the winch, easily
set in place.

After securing the base of the tower
in a hinged fashion at the point of
erection, the rope or cable is tied on
the tower the same distance from the
base as the pulley on the gin pole is
above ground (See Figs. 3A, 3B).
After treading the rope through the
gin pole pulley and tying the opposite
end to the eye of the winch reel, the
tower is ready for erection. [Some
constructors may prefer to put a sec-
ond handle on the reel of the winch
to facilitate quickly (see Fig. 1)
winding up the slack in the rope.]
When raising the tower, a second man
should be placed on the opposite side
of the tower from the winch to con-
trol one of the guy wires to the top,
to prevent the tower from moving
sideways as it is raised.

Temporary Installations

Selling TV in fringe areas is often
quite difficult, as reception is quite
variable. A temporary installation for
the customer's approval will sell more
units. The customer with TV in his
own home knows before buying what
he can expect. Once the temporary
installation is made the customer will
in most cases sell himself. With these
factors in mind the unit in Fig. 3A
was designed. The tower base is bolted
to the timber which serves as a tem-
porary base.

The tower hinge bolts can be taken
out for easy dismantling. The brace
irons hold the base to the gin pole
securely. They too can be removed
easily for disassembly. The long brace
irons also prevent the tower from tip-
ping sideways as it is being raised.
As this dispenses with the man on the
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Fig. 3. Gin pole details, showing dimensions and relative position of gin pole
and mast to be raised.

guy wire, one man can easily put a
trial demonstration in a prospective
customer's home.

Tips on Tower Erection
Ofter old windmill towers on farms

may be used for TV antenna mount-
ing. If the tower is taken down and
moved, the tower should be unbolted
at the base from its feet which are
usually mounted in cement or on
planks. Timbers about 2" x 8", de-
pending upon the size tower, must
be bolted to the base as shown in
Fig. 3B before luting down or erect-
ing to prevent bending of the frame.

This winch will probably not be
capable of lifting the taller heavier
windmill towers. Where a windmill
tower is used a tractor is usually
available and can be used to pull the
heavier load. If available it would be
wise to use a large tree for a gin
pole for heavy loads. If a large 4 -bay
array is to be mounted on top of a
windmill tower, it is a good policy
to put a railing around the tower
platform. This affords an effective
safety measure when the antenna or
rotator needs to be repaired (See
Fig. 4).

If trouble develops with an antenna
or rotator on a small tower, it is
quite easy to let the tower and all
down. With a windmill tower this is
not practical. For erecting or taking
down a heavy array from a wind-
mill tower the small boom shown in
Fig. 5 can be used to advantage. It

can be quite simply welded together.
If desired, the stationary pulley can
be substituted for a rolling pulley
using the lower part of the room as

a track. An eye is mounted in the top
of the antenna mast. A hook on the
end of the rope, passing through the
pulley on the boom, can be quickly
dislodged from the eye on the antenna

mast by a long wooden pole when the
antenna is in place.

The boom is made in two pieces
and put together at the top of the
tower Piece A, the boom, is pulled
to the top over the side of the tower
and Piece B, the boom mast, is pulled
up through the middle of the tower
to the top. A bolt quickly joins the
two concentric pieces, and the com-
plete boom can be raised into place
and chained to the top of the tower
until the antenna is in place (see
Fig. 5). In raising the antenna, or
any article to the top of the tower,
a. second rope should be tied to the
bottom of the article and held by a
man on the ground to prevent the
article from catching in the frame
of the tower (see Fig. 5).

As strong winds bend tall light
masts on multi -element arrays quite
excessively, water pipe of 1" to 14"
diameter can be used for a mast when
the array is mounted on a windmill
tower. In Fig. 4 is a suggested method
of employing a heavier mast. Mount-
ing the rotator further down the
tower on a wide platform relieves
the rotator of much strain in a heavy
wind as well as makes it easier to
service.

The height of a tower is quite im-
portant for good remote fringe TV
reception. Doubling the height usually
doubles the incoming signal strength.
If many trees are present in the re-
ception path or at the installation
it is very advisable to have the an-
tenna mounted above them. Most trees
usually do not exceed 60' height.
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support,
timbers
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ladder
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_Bearing Section

railing

Platform
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z Coupling
bolts

,,Bearing
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Antenna rotor
supporting timbers
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shaft
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rotor
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Fig. 4 (left). Position of railing around platform.
Fig. 5 (right). Using a small boom for erecting or taking down a

from a windmill tower.
heavy array
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FRONT ENDS
by Samuel L. Marshall

(From a forthcoming book, "Television Service Techniques-)

Part 2

IFHE Front Ends of TV receivers
must substantially pass a band

of frequencies 6 me wide at each dial
setting of a channel. A typical response
curve indicating this band 'pass is
shown in Fig. 3-11. Notice that the re-
sponse must fall inside the shaded
area shown, which is 70% or more
of the maximum response amplitude.
Thus, if the video carrier corresponds

5,

TD

II MC MAX

CHANNEL CARRIERS
MUST LIE BETWEEN
THESE LIMITS

RESPONSE MUST
FALL INSIDE SHADED
ARE A

Courtesy Philco Corp

Fig. 3-11: Typical r -f response curve

to a 70% reading, and the audio car-
rier to a 100% reading, the curve is
acceptable; and vice versa.

Methods of Obtaining Wide Band
Frequency Response

Recalling that the frequency re-
sponse of an ordinary AM i-f stage is
about 10 kc, it might be a little dif-
ficult to visualize how a 6 me band-
width may be obtained. In general,
there are four methods of widening
the bandwidth of an r -f transformer.
These are:

1. Physical overcoupling of the
resonant circuits in the primary and
secondary.

2. Resistance loading of the pri-
mary or secondary, or both.

3. Band pass tuning (electrical
overcoupling)

4. Stagger tuning
Overcoupling

Overcoupling merely consists of
bringing the transformer windings
close enough together to permit the
resonant response curve of the coil
to include the desired frequency re-
sponse. The manner in which the re-

sponse curve varies with different de-
grees of coupling is shown in Fig.
3-12.

Notice that five conditions of coup-
ling are indicated. The first condition
(a), that of too much coupling, re-
sults in too large a dip at the center
of the response curve; that is the dip
extends below the 70% allowable min-
imum. The second condition (b), that
of correct coupling, is one in which a
slight dip occurs at the center. This

Resonance = fo

BANDWIDTH

Below
resonance

R 50,000

20,000

R®
2000

Above
resonance

Courtesy Phtleo Corp.

Fig. 3-13: Effect of damping resistor
on overall bandwidth.
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( Radio Cond. Co.)

CRITICAL
COUPLING UNDERCOUPLING

Courtesy Allen B. DuMont Labs.
Fig. 3-12: Various curves produced by different degrees of coupling in front end of r -f circuits. An ideal curve is

shown in (c).
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curve corresponds to the one shown
in Fig. 3-11, and is representative of
many Front End response curves. The
thid condition (c), is one in which
maximum response is obtained at the
center of the curve with the response
gradually falling off at frequencies
below and above resonance. Observe
that the sound and video carriers are
still within the 70% limits. This re-
sponse is often referred to as optimum
coupling and is obtained in many
commercial Front Ends. Notice how
this curve compares to a theoretically
ideal curve. The fourth curve corres-
ponds to critical coupling. Here, max-
imum amplitude is obtained at the
center of the band, but the response
falls or sharply on either side of the
resonant frequency. It is evident that
this response is unsatisfactory for
broad band TV reception. Finally, a
response curve in which the amplitude

6AG5
R.F. AMR.

OVERCOUPLE0-,r1
R.F. TRANSF.

L3 1/2 6J6
MIXER

I' L4

-J
TCST POINT

To I.F.
Transf.

Fig. 3-14: Simplified schematic of r -f stage of Standard Tuner, illustrating
simple overcoupled r -f transformer.

onance. This results in an overall flat-
tening of the response curve. All TV
receivers employ resistance loading in
conjunction with physical overcoup-

Courtesy Allen B. DuMont Labs.

Fig. 3-16: End inductors of Series T4A Tuner shown as trombone shaped
in center of illustration.

is reduced and the frequency response
on either side of the resonant frequen-
cy considerably narrowed is shown in
(e).

Resistance Loading
The resonance curve of an r -f trans-

former may be considerably broadened
by shunting resistors across either or
both coils, The effect of this opera-
tionon the response characteristic of
a typical r -f transformer is shown in
Fig. 3-13. From the figure it will be
seen that the amplitude of the fre-
quencies at and near resonance is re-
duced in much greater proportion
than those far removed from res-
*The DuMont 4 -section Inputuner is a continu-
ously turned Front End employing the Mal-
lory -Ware miniature spiral -type Inductuner. A
compact 4 circuit tuner (Series T3A) is now
being developed by DuMont which will be
mechanically and electrically interchangeable
with switch type tuners for service modifi-
cations of TV receivers in the field.

coils

ling, band pass tuning and stagger
tuning to effect a desired frequency
response. Of course, the overall ampli-

V I
6AG5

C7 ,
470
MIN.
600V

C6
470
MIN.
350 V

C9
100 MMF
500 V

C II
100
MMFD

1500V

C125-5\
MMFD

CIO
.5-5
MMFD

R7
12 K

t.to"

C13
125
MMFD
350 V
t5%
MICA

tude of the stage in which resistance
loading is employed reduced, but
that can be made up in other ways,
such as using tubes of the 6CB6 type
which has a relatively higher gain and
lower input capacitance, so that the
short-circuiting effect of the loading
resistor on the signal is not as great
as in tubes of previous design.

Methods of Coupling

Two methods of obtaining an over -
coupled condition are, 1) physically
3-14, and 2) the use of a band pass cir-
cuit with an inductance -capacitance
overcoupling the primary and second-
ary of a transformer as shown in Fig.
combination as the coupling medium
between plate and grid circuit coils
as shown in Fig. 3-15.

Reference to Fig. 3-14, which is a
double -tuned overcoupled circuit, will
reveal that resonance in each induc-
tance, Li, Ls and L4, is obtained first
by varying the small trimmers, C2, Cs,
C4 which are connected across the
coils, and then by adjusting the iron
core slugs in each coil. In practice,
the trimmers are adjusted for reso-
nance with the coils tuned to Channel

[Continued on page 30]

C14
100 MMF
500 V

L6

L 2C

C15
I MMF
500 V
COM-
POS.

SLUE

C16
.005
MMF I
MIN.
450V

TO FIRST
I.F. TRANS.

Courtesy Allen B. DuMont Labs.

Fig. 3-15: Partial schematic of DuMont 4 -Section Inputuner, Series T4A, illus-
trating band pass circuit between 1st. r -f tube and mixer. *(See footnote)
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Truetone Model D 4842. Variable inductance tuning by means of iron cores
is used in antenna, mixer, and osc. stages.

Truetone Model D4842
High gain is a mandatory feature

of auto radio sets, having to work
with short antennas. Modern tubes,
coupled with the high impedances
possible with iron core coils, particu-
larly if tuned by variation of the
inductance, assist greatly in this re-
spect. This set incorporates these de-'
vices in a six tube circuit, one of
which is a tuned r -f stage.

Variable inductance tuning by
means of sliding iron cores is used in
antenna, mixer and oscillator circuits.
A schematic of the r -f and mixer
stages is shown. The r -f tube is a
miniature 6BA6 type, while the con-
vertor is a 6BE6.

The use of inductance tuning gives
rise to a problem in coupling the
attendant circuits into and out of the
resonant elements. It is desirable to
and coupling technique is at the an -
u mot se oq. Sl.pedeo lump eq dam
value as possible both to increase the
gain and to increase the tuning range.

The first use of impedance matching
tenna terminal. With the grid of the
r -f tube and the trimmer capacitor at
the high end of the coil a high im-
pedance is developed. The other end
of the coil derives signal voltage from
the antenna via a .0017 if. capacitor,
and is by-passed to ground by only
100 /Lg. capacitor. This enables the
antenna to be fairly well matched
and little voltage lost across the by-
pass.

The plate of the r -f tube is shunt

fed via a 10K resistor and the signal
coupled to the low impedance end of
the mixer grid coil by a .001 pf. capac-
itor. The high end of the coil goes
to the mixer grid and is set to fre-
quency by the trimmer capacitor. The
voltage lost in the relatively low im-
pedance plate circuit receives a sub-
stantial step-up to the next grid.

quiring sawtooth voltages on the de-
flecting plates.

Reference to the partial schematic
will show that both tubes are dual -
triodes, type 6SN7. One tube serves
as an oscillator, the other as phase
inverter and output stage. The oscil-
lator uses a multi -vibrator circuit
with feedback being provided by a
cathode resistor common to both sec-
tions.

The frequency of oscillation can be
varied above and below the required
15,750 cycles by a variable portion of
the grid leak of the second section.
Synchronizing pulses from the video
amplifier are applied to the grid of
the first section. The amplitude of the
generated signal is controlled by vary-
ing the plate voltage for the second
section. This constitutes the width
control.

The oscillator output is capacity
coupled to one section of the ampli-
fier, the output of which connects to
one deflection plate. Part of the out-
put is taken from a resistive divider
and applied to the grid of the opposite

FROM
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.0011
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33K
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.001

.01
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Airline Model 84GSE301 IA. Horizontal deflection circuit.

Airline Model 84GSE3011A
This 21 tube portable type instru-

ment contains several features de-
signed for simplification and economy.
Among them is a circuit for horizon-
tal deflection, using only two tubes.
The picture tube is the -type 7JP4, re-

section where it is reversed in phase
and amplified to feed the other deflec-
tion plate.

In order to obtain adequate sweep
voltage and good linearity a potential
of 750 volts is supplied to the last
three tube plates.
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NEW PRODUCTS
TV COMPONENTS

Tube Department, Radio Corporation of
America, Harrison, N. J., announces the new
Horizontal -Deflection -Output and High -Voltage
Transformer RCA -223T1 and the new Deflect-
ing Yoke RCA-209D1-each utilizing a ferrite
core for superior performance-are offered for
use with the 16GP4 and similar picture tubes
having a deflection angle of about 70° and
operating at an anode potential up to 14

kilovolts.

The 223T1 is designed for use with a single,
horizontal -deflection amplifier tube, such as the
6AU5-GT, and a single, high -voltage rectifier
tube 1B3-GT. Because of its ferrite core, the
223T1 makes possible the design of a horizon-
tal-deflecton system which operates efficiently
with a de power supply of only 300 to 320 volts,
and which provides full deflection of a 16GP4
kinescope.

The 209D1 deflecting yoke is coordinated in
design to operate efficiently with the 223T1,
and has good deflection sensitivity.

WEATHER PROOF DRIVER UNIT
Specifically designed as an all-purpose driv-

er unit for speech and music, the new model
PM-708TR, just released by Racon Electric
Co., Inc., 52 East 19th Street, New York 3,
N. Y. features a built-in 25 -watt vacuum im-
pregnated line matching transformer in ad-
dition to the other exclusive Racon character-
istics. Available impedances ; 15, 500, 1000,
1500, 2000 ohms.

The voice coil is wound with aluminum wire
for greatest effifficiency and coil terminals are
welded instead of soldered. The voice coil lead
is a strip of fatigue -resistant beryllium copper
to withstand abnormal diaphragm excursion.
The voice coil suspension is made of bakelized
linen firmly cemented to the phenolic diaphragm

with a thermo-setting plastic. Induction heat-
ing bakes the diaphragm, voice coil suspension 1

and voice coil into an unbreakable bond.

NEW MINIATURE TUBES
Two new miniature tubes the 6S4 and the

6AH6, designed primarily for television and
radio receivers, have been added to General
Electric's production lines.

The 6S4 is a high perveance medium -mu
triode designed primarily for use as a vertical -
deflection amplifier in television receivers which
employ picture tubes having a deflection angle
up to 70 degrees and operating at anode vol-
tages up to 14,000 volts. Ratings include a d -c
plate voltage of 500 volts ; a peak positive
surge plate voltage of 2000 volts; and a plate
dissipation of 7.5 watts.

The 6AH6 is a sharp -cutoff amplifier pentode.
Its high transconductance and low input and
output capacitances adapt it to use as a wide -
band amplifier and as a reactance tube for
television and radio receivers. Under typical
operating conditions it has a transconductance
of 9000 microhms and plate current of 10
milliamperes.

Farther information on these new tubes may
be obtained from the Tube Divisions, General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

17 -INCH RECTANGULAR TUBE
The Cathode-ray Tube Division of Allen B.

DuMont Laboratories, Inc., 750 Bloomfield Ave.,
Clifton, N. J., announce the new 17" rectan-
gular Teletron.

The new DuMont "150" rectangular tube
Provides an area of 150 square inches, and pre-
sents a rectangular picture in the same aspect
ratio as the TV camera televises a scene.

H. V. COUPLER CONTROLS
Heretofore factory -fitted, the high -voltage

coupler and spacer assembly, 59-186, with nylon
insulator shaft, RN -3", for use in TV, oseillo-
graph and other high -voltage circuits, is now
made available in all Clarostat Pick -A -Shaft

type controls, Types AM and AT, states Clara-
stat Mfg. Co., Inc., Dover, N. H.

This high -voltage coupler rounds out the
current assortment of a dozen Pick -A -Shafts
or attachable shaft types and may be pur-
chased separately.

TV TOOL KIT
The JFD Manufacturing Co., Inc. of Brook-

lyn, New York announces the distribution of
its new Nykin Television Alignment Tool Kit

NYLON
TV Alignment
TOOL KIT

No. TK&Q

I
No. 5.74

T 3

No.5-78e. 39-

kr*No. 5.79

:
,i-
=T k

No. 5-80

No. 5.81
/lb

.1C0

T

No. TIM designed to speed scores of television
servicing operations. All tools are molded of
unbreakable nylon to provide the best combina-
tion of strength, toughness and durability.

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
A new isolation testing transformer has been

announced by Standard Transformer Corpora-
tion, Chicago, maker of Stancor transformers
and related components. This new unit is rated
at 350 watts and is large enough to handle

almost any TV or radio receiver on test. May
also be used to correct a high or low line vol-
tage. Three standard receptacles provide out -
Put voltages of 105, 115 and 125, with 117
volts, A.C., from the line.

ALL -CHANNEL TV ANTENNA
Technical Appliance Corporation, Sherburnev

N. Y., manufacturers of TV, FM, and AM
antenna systems, announce a new all -channel
high -gain antenna designed to emphasize chkn-
nels 11, 12 and 13 reception. Special noise -
snubbers eliminate bothersome wind -whistle
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effect. The forward angle of the antenna
elements has been increased and a third an-
tenna element added in between other antenna
elements to provide the conical effect necessary
for this type antenna.

DOUBLE -HEAT SOLDERING IRON
The "Vari Hot" soldering iron is unique in

that it heats in 30 seconds and will idle at
500 degrees Fahrenheit whenever plugged in.
Also, a conveniently located booster button on
the handle offers extra heat, which can be
varied as required.

The iron has dual wire -wound heating ele-
ments which are located within the tip to re-
duce heat loss and thermal lag. When the
booster button is pressed, 100 watts of elec-

trical power is provided within the tip, in-
creasing the heat (B.T.U.'s) being generated
by 400%.

Available in a 110-115 volt model for stand-
ard power circuits. Also available in a 28
volt model for aircraft and marine use and a
32 volt model for farm power plant systems.
All models operate equally well on AC and
DC. Additional information will be furnished
upon request by writing Dickson Engineering
& Sales Co., 4701 Townes Road, Minneapolis
10, Minnesota.

SERVICING TOOL KIT
Nine specially designed television servicing

tools are included in the new TV "Nandi -Kit"
offered by the Insuline Corporation of America,
Long Island City, N. Y. They are furnished
in a pocket-size leatherette carrying case.

The tools will fit the adjusting screws of
all types of r -f and i-f transformers, solder
and trimmer condensers, used in most every
TV receiver.

CLOVER -V -BEAM ANTENNA
Telrex, Inc., Asbury Park, N. J., manufac-

turers of Conical -V -Beams, has released for
distribution its new, low cost, Clover -V -Beam,
a high gain, stacked, bi-directional array for
both TV and FM reception.

The Clover -V -Beam is a closed loop Conical -

V -Beam incorporating many innovations and

maximum replacement

ORTHOGONAL SERIES 32, 33 and 34
This TORQUE DRIVE* vertical -type crystal car-
tridge is being used more and more in original
equipment and for replacement. The 32 series greatly
improves 78 rpm reproduction -saves record wear.
The 34 series for 331/3 and 45 rpm beautifully plays
the new wide -range, high fidelity recordings-tracks
perfectly at 5 grams pressure. The 33 series handles
all three speeds, with remarkable efficiency. All spe-
cially moisture protected for extra long life. Has 1/2"
and %" hole spacing. Color coded. Simple to install.
Replaceable osmium -tip or sapphire -tip needles.

*E -V Pat. Pend. Licensed under Brush patents.00066406,0
SERIES 12 sand 14
The Series 12 TORQUE DRIVE crystal cartridge re-
places over 150 types in general use for 78 rpm.
Saves time and work-speeds servicing. Gives better
reproduction and longer record life. Series 14 for
331/3 and 45 rpm is performing brilliantly in thou-
sands of record changers. Tracks perfectly at 5
grams pressure. Color coded. Replaceable osmium-tip or sapphire -tip needle.

eaaaaaaaeoe aaaaaeaaaaaaaaaaaa a a a a a a a#1000000.00

SERIES 16 TWILT FOR ALL 3 SPEEDS
Superbly plays 331h, 45 and 78 rpm records with a
single twin -tip replaceable needle without weight
change, with tracking pressure of only .6 grams, and
does it with TORQUE DRIVE efficiency. You merely
tilt the Twilt and select the 1 -mil or 3 -mil needle
tip for fast or slow speed records. Setdown is ac-
curate. Mounts easily in most any standard pickup
arm, with nothing more required than reducing
needle pressure. Also available without tilting
mechanism.

006000000  OOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

SERIES 60 REPLACES OVER 20
New Econo-Cartridge for economical replacement
of over 20 _conventional Bimorph crystal types. Fre-
quency response to 6000 cps. Output is 3.5 volts with
compliant needle, and 4.5-5 volts with straight shank
needle. Has exclusive E -V needle stop which pre-
vents chuck from rotating excessively and damag-
ing crystal.

ASK YOUR E -V
DISTRIBUTOR OR

WRITE FOR
elveZFREE BULLETINS

INCORPORATED
412 CARROLL STREET  BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

Export: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, N.Y., U.S.A. Cable: Arlab
Research-Enginee..ed Phono Pickups, Microphones, High -Fidelity Speakers
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Here's the Difference between Trumpets

and America's Finest Trumpets!

1.0

z

100

EXPONENT AL
HORN

CONICAL
HORN

1(000 10,000

FREQUENCY -CYCLES PER SECOND

all RACON SPEAKERS

feature the More Efficient, True
Exponential Flare Design!

Only Racon re-entrant trumpets incorporate true
exponential design for their complete length! Well -
established acoustical fact, as the curves graphically
show, proves the superiority of exponentially de-
signed Racon trumpets. This means greater effi-
ciency, greater power output, greater projection
distance and better low frequency response. That's
why, dollar for dollar, the RE -35 is truly America's
greatest 3/2' trumpet value!

BETTER

LOW RANGE RESPONSE

Reduction of internal resist-
ance, non -vibratory construc-
tion and elimination of damp-
ing devices raises output 1-2
DB higher in all Racon trump-
ets-a saving of 25-60% in
input power.

GREATER
PROJECTION

DISTANCE
Greater efficiency
and higher acoustic
output of all Racon
trumpets means 30%
greater projection
distance.

GREATER
OUTPUT FOR
GIVEN INPUT

At the low cut-off, the
low frequency efficiency
of all Racon trumpets
averages 500% greater
than conically designed
trumpets.

Only Racon trumpets feature the optional cast aluminum waterproof trans-
former housing to accommodate line matching transformers up to 35 watts.
You save over 50% in external transformer cost. Transformer box at
moderate additional cost.

ALL RACON PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED FOR 18 MONTHS

Parts Distributors - For full details on our complete line of Loudspeakers
and freight allowance plan, write for Catalog D.

ACOUSTICAL

Sound
Equipment

Manufacturers

EXCELLENCE

52 East 19 St.
New York 3,

N. Y.

radical departures in TV antenna design.
High gain and signal to noise ratio are obtained
over the entire TV and FM bands, and espec-
ially at the high frequency channels, due to
the flat impedance characteristics and complete
absence of "lobe -splitting" over the full fre-
quency range.

QUICK -SHOT SOLDERING IRON
John F. Rider Laboratories, 480 Canal St.,

New York 13, N. Y., announces their new
"Quick -Shot" soldering iron.

Top-Quick-Shot Soldering Iron unscrewed
at middle, showing the Quick -Shot cartridge
inserted.

Bottom-The tip has been screwed into the
handle. The Quick -Shot Soldering Iron is ready
for use. To operate: the firing rod at the end
of the handle is pulled back and released.

The Quick -Shot Soldering Iron is compactly
built, measuring 12 inches, and weighs only
141/2 ounces.

5 -INCH OSCILLOSCOPE
The new Triplett Model 3440 5" Oscilloscope

for TV and general use includes features in-
cluding: an exclusive pattern reversing switch ;
calibrated meter for peak to peak voltage
measurements ; extremely high vertical sensi-
tivity-.009 RMS volts (9 MV) per inch;

special built-in feature eliminates doubletrace
in TV alignment by simply flipping a switch
(Sync control to 0) ; conventional return trace
eliminator; telescoping light shield; linear
sweep voltages up to 60 KC ; and wide fre-
quency range -20 cycles to over 1 MC. A DI -
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'TV

"It's a Du Mont!" No further sales talk required. For everybody knows

that Du Mont in tubes and sets alike means "First with the Finest in TV Tubes."

And by eliminating costly call-backs and adjustments often based on

customer misgivings, your full profit margin is assured. Always remember

that Du Mont Teletrons cost no more than lesser -known brands.

See your Du Mont jobber about this cornerstone of profitable TV servicing.

eiSie FOR THE P11410/fl CRT CHART

--OR WRITE VS
`ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DIVISION

CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
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modulator probe is also available for signal
tracing. For further information write: The
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton,
Ohio.

MINIATURE CERAMIC TUBULARS
Extra -severe -service requirements in sub-

miniature volume are met by the Type P123ZG
Aerolite capacitors announced by Aerovox Cor-
poration, New Bedford, Mass. The marked

size reduction is attained primarily by the
metallized -paper section which is Hyvol K or
M impregnated and placed in a non-magnetic
hermetically -sealed metal case with vitrified
ceramic terminal seals. Operating temperatures
range from -55° C. to --50° C. without
derating, and again at ambient temperatures
up to 95° C. with voltage derating. Power
factor is less than 1% when measured at or
referred to at a frequency of 1000 cps and an
ambient temperature of 25° C.

Type P123ZG Aerolites are available in 200,
400 and 600 VDC, and capacitance values of
.0005 to 2.0 mfd. Dimensions range from .175"
dia. by 7/16" long, up to .670" dia. by 2-7/32"
long. These bare metal -can units may also
be had with plastic insulating sleeves, adding
.062" to the diameter and 1/16" to length.

CRYSTAL PHONO CARTRIDGE
Electro-Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Michigan, an-
nounces the new model 60 Crystal Econo-Car-

THE

GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH!

...perfectly reproduced by THOMAS tubes!
Behind the effortless Big Top performances are years of intensive training, a heavy
investment in special equipment, and a constant search for ways of improvement.

Likewise, behind the flawless performance of Thomas tubes are a highly trained
engineering staff, the most modern equipment (much of it specially designed), and
a continual research program aimed at producing an ever better picture tube.

So when you buy a Thomas tube you are getting a "star performer" in every sense
of the word. Insist on the BEST - Specify Thomas television tubes!

THOMAS ELECTRONICS, Inc.
118 Ninth Street Passaic, New Jersey

tridge. It uses the Bimorph Crystal and will
replace over 20 other existing models.

By inserting the appropriate 3 -mil or 1 -mil
needle, it can be used for 78 rpm or for 33-1/3
and 45 rpm records. Tracking force is 3/4 oz.
on 78 rpm, and 8 -grams on 33-1/3 and 45 rpm.
Frequency response to 6000 c.p.s.

TRADE FLASHES
[from page 8]

Burton Browne Honored
The University of Hollywood hon-

ored Mr. Burton Browne of Chicago,
Illinois, at a testimonial dinner, which
was held on June 1st.

The dinner was held for the purpose
of bestowing on Mr. Browne a Doc-
torate of Science degree in Business
Administration.

The Board of Trustees of the Uni-
versity is conferring this honorary

degree upon Mr. Burton Browne in
recognition of the valuable contribu-
tions he has made to the development
of commercial motion pictures and in-
dustrial radio advertising, and the
outstanding research work he has con-
ducted in these two important fields
of endeavor, and in further recogni-
tion of his compiling and publishing
the all-important book entitled "Best
National Advertising of the Year."

Electronics Dictionary
Allied Radio Corporation announces

the publication of "A Dictionary of
Electronic Terms" containing over
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2,500 terms used in television, radio
and industrial electronics.

Definitions cover mostly modern
techniques and equipment, but range
from many words no longer in gen-
eral use, retained for historic reasons,
to the new language of color televi-
sion and the electronics of nuclear
physics.

Available from Allied Radio Cor-
poration, 833 West Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago 7, Illinois for 25c to cover
handling and mailing costs.
Booster Display

A new and strikingly designed
point -of -sale display piece for "The
Standard Booster," has just been pro-
duced by Standard Coil Products Co.,
Inc., Chicago, Los Angeles, and Ban-
gor, Michigan. Suitable for both job-
ber and dealer promotion, the novel
display is flexible enough to be used
with or without a sample of "The
Standard Booster."

Taff GET...
STUDIO -CLEAR

RECEPTION

Baasmr

Measuring 141/1" wide and 181/4"
high, the easel -backed display takes up
a minimum of valuable counter or
window space. It may be obtained
through factory reps, authorized job-
bers, or by writing to Standard Coil
Products Co., Inc., 2329 North Pu-
laski Road, Chicago 39, Illinois., or
2901 East Slausson Ave., Huntington
Park, California.
Recording -Wire Display

A recording -wire merchandising kit
for counter display is being offered by
Webster -Chicago Corporation, mann-

facturers of the "electronic memory"
wire recorder. The kit holds five
spools : two 15 -minute, two 30 -minute

and one full -hour spool. The spools are
packaged in a counter display box in
such a way that all the information
the customer needs to select his own
spools is immediately visible.
Antenna Booklet By Ward

An informative and comprehensive
booklet on television and FM antennas
entitled, "The Story of the Magic
Wand", has just been published by
Ward Products Corporation, 1523 E.
45th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

The 16 -page booklet, which tells
about development and application of
antennas, is being distributed to TV
installers and the general public. It
contains 34 illustrations and three
pages of definitions of the important

terms used in connection with TV
reception.

A copy of "The Story of the Magic
Wand" may be obtained by writing
Ward Products Corporation, 1523 E.
45th St., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Telrex ups Ad Budget

Telrex, Inc. announces that their
1950 advertising budget now includes
an appropration for direct to the
consumer advertising via newspaper,
TV and radio-time has already been
purchased on TV station WPIX for
a series of Sales and Tech Announce-
ments starting May 15th.
Antennas Given Vibration Tests

Technical Appliance Corporation,
Sherburne, N. Y., manufacturers of

pito°IX*
Speakersver-sa-til-i-ty . . ability to change

easily from one action, style or subject
to another; power to do many things
well. (Webster's Dictionary)

The Oxford Speaker line is extremely versatile in that there is a unit to meet every
replacement need. Inventory is kept at a minimum because all Oxford Speakers
have a constant demand. Eliminate overstocking by using this speaker line which
has no obsolete models.

Regardless of the sound application, Oxford Speakers will solve each requirement
. . . have the "power to do many things well".

Write for your copy of our new catalog today!

Leading jobbers carry OXFORD SPEAKERS
for TV, FM, AM, AUTO and PA.

ELECTRIC CORPORATION
3911 South Michigan Avenue  Chicago 15, Illinois
EXPORT: ROBURN AGENCIES, NEW YORK CITY
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TV, FM and AM antenna systems,
have installed a special vibration test
table designed to simulate the wind
vibrations encountered in antenna in-
stallation.s This test is based on simi-
lar ones required by the Army and

Navy for life -testing ship and air-
craft equipment.

Pix Tube Reference Guide

Vin Ulrich, Manager, Renewal Tube
Sales Division, announces the publica-

00<-

afp IN LINE oi<

GUARDIAN CENTERING MAGNETS and

FOCUS COILS Insure Better Positioning
of the Pattern in Popular TV Sets...

GUARDIAN CENTERING MAGNETS
The Guardian Centering Magnet com-
pensates magnetically for any misalign-
ment of the electronic beam of the focus
coil assembly. Eliminates manual adjust-
ment of the raster.

GUARDIAN

GUARDIAN FOCUS COILS
Over a million Focus Coils have rolled
off Guardian's production lines into TV
sets of leading manufacturers.With more
than 75 types established as Guardian
standard, speedy delivery to meet to-
day's replacement needs is a matter of
routine. Write.

ELECTRIC
1606-H W. WALNUT STREET v CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LINE Of RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN INDUSTRY

Insure BETTER Television Service to Your
Customers! ....a

HIGH VOLTAGE AND
ELECTROLYTIC TUBULAR

TELEVISION
CAPACITORS

Especially Engineered for Television Circuits by
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.

The economical quality line for replacement. Industrial Condenser Corp,
manufacturers of Capacitors exclusively brings you highest quality for
the particular requirements of Television at exceptionally attractive
Prices! Special Capacitors are Pyroteen impregnated for low power
factor, high insulation resistance, high operating temperatures. 011,
Pyroteen, Wax and Electrolytic Capacitors. Finest materials throughout.

Ask Your Jobber for our Attractive Prices Today!
Or write for Bulletin 1095. Industrial makes Quality Capacitors for
Television, Radio, every electronic and industrial application-all types.

Send for Complete Catalog
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP.

3243 N. CALIFORNIA AVENUE CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Sales offices in all principal cities.

Modern plant built by Industrial Con-
denser Corp., for manufacture of
Capacitors only.

tio of the National Union TV Picture
Tube Reference Guide. This compre-
hensive guide lists 12 electrostatic -de-
flection and 73 electromagnetic -deflec-
tion type tubes.

In addition to giving the usual rat-
ing and characteristics data, this N.U.
guide provides information necessary
to show differences between various
tube types which on the basis of less
comprehensive data might appear to
be completely interchangeable. Bulb
outline drawings with dimensions as
well as basing diagrams are included.
Other significant data relative to
anode terminal type and location, di-
mensions of outer conductive coating,
ion trap field, focus coil, and length of
neck on electromagnetic types will be
found.

Rider Announces New Book

Announcement has been received
received from John F. Rider Publish-
er, Inc., 840 Canal Street, New York
13, N. Y., that a new book entitled TV
Installation Techniques by Samuel L.
Marshall, Managing Editor of Radio
Service Dealer Magazine and televi-
sion instructor at George Westing-
house Vocational High School, will be
released in July.

This book was written with a special
purpose in mind, specifically, to fur-
nish information of vital nature af-
fecting television receiving antennas
and installations, to all who are con-
cerned with or who participate in this
activity. In addition to information
on proper methods of installation and
safety, the book furnishes data con-
cerning ice and wind loading, the
proper means of guying, in fact, all
details which will enable the accom-
plishment of a safe and successful an-
tenna installation whether erected on
the roof of a two-story private dwell-
ing, the top of a 20 -story building, or
on top of an 80 foot tower.

FRONT ENDS
[from page 22]

12, following which resonance at each
other channel is obtained by adjusting
the individual slugs of the coils which
are switched into the circuit.

In Fig. 3-15 the method of coupling
utilizing inductance -capacitance el-
ements as the coupling mediums, pro-
vides a circuit in which the magnetic
field of the primary combination, L4,
L2B, and Clo is isolated from the sec-
ondary circuit, Ls, Leo, and C12. How-
ever, a mutual impedance coupling
network is connected between these
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(a) (b)

Signal entering at this
point corresponds to (a)

L.F. AMR
2X

L.F.

(c)

H.E

H. F. AMP
2X

Signal entering at this
point corresponds to (b)

Signal leaving
at this point

corresponds
to (c)

Fig. 3-17. Illustrating the manner in which the output of a stagger -tuned
amplifier contains equal values of amplified high and low frequencies.

two resonant circuits so that a voltage
transfer takes place between them
through this network. The latter con-
sists of L6, Cu., 013, Lir, and L8. By
varying the amount of industance and
capacitance in this network more or
less coupling may be obtained, so that
any of the curves shown in. Fig. 3-12
may be obtained. This adjustment is
done by the manufacturer to produce
a desired response curve.

In practice, the purpose of the "end
inductors", L4 and L6 shown in the

An Indispensable

EMERGENCY
Tool for Every TV and
Electronic Technician!

® elffitlif07
SOLDERING IRON

 250 Watts  Maintains Soldering Temperature for 6 fo
8 Minutes  No Electricity  No Flame  No Blowtorch

Pull the Trigger and the Iron Heats Itself
In Less Than 10 Seconds!

QUIK-SHOT is a "must" for every emergency when
line power is not available nor convenient. Heat is gen-
erated internally through the QUIK-SHOT cartridge
which is inserted into the iron. UNCONDITION-
ALLY GUARANTEED! Absolutely safe. Accepts W,
1/4" and tips.

Model QS 38 I MI" Pyramid or Chisel Tip) $7.50
Model QS 58 IV." Pyramid or Chisel Tip) $7.50
Model QS 100 (1" Chisel Tip Only) $8.25
All standard models complete with 4 QUIK-SHOT

Cartridges and Pyramid Tip.
QUIK-SHOT Cartridges (12 in carton) - $1.92

SEPARATE TIPS
%" or 1/4" Pyramid or Chisel $2.25
1" Chisel Only $3.00

Ask Your Jobber or Order Direct

JOHN F. RIDER LABORATORIES, Inc.
480 Canal Street New York 13, N. Y.

center of Fig. 3-16 as trombone -shaped
coils is to track the r -f and oscillator
frequencies at the highest frequency
channel. Similarly, the purpose of 010
and 012 is to track the circuit at the
lowest frequency channel. This track-
ing is analogous to the same opera-
tions performed with the trimmer and
padder condensers in AM receivers.

Stagger Tuning
Up to this point we havediscussed

the following methods of obtaining
wide band pass in -r-f circuits : over -
coupling (physical), resistance load-
ing, and band pass circuits (electrical
overcoupling). A fourth method is
stagger -tuning. Defined briefly, stag-
ger -tuning is the process of emphasiz-
ing a range of low frequencies in one
stage and a range of high frequencies
in a second stage, resulting in an over-
all output containing both high and
low frequency ranges.

A simple illustration of how stag-
ger -tuning works is shown in block
diagram form in Fig. 3-17. Let us as-
sume that a 1 -volt broad band signal
containing high frequencies (H.F.)
and low frequencies (L.F.) enters the
stagger -tuned amplifier shown repre-
sented in block diagram form. -This
signal corresponds to the waveform
shown in (a). We will also assume
that the first stage of the amplifier
amplifies the low frequency portion of
the signal to twice its original ampli-
tude without affecting the gain of the
high frequency portion of the signal.
As a result, the signal leaving the first
stage and entering the second has a
waveshape corresponding to (b). As
shown, the potential of L.F. is 2 volts
and 1 volt.

In the second stage the high fre-
quency portion of the signal is ampli-
fied to twice its original amplitude
and the low frequency portion of the
signal remains unaffected. The overall
output corresponds to the waveshape
shown in (c). Notice that both the

SINCE 1914-FINE RA010 PARTS

/ 4

MAY 1950 ISSUE
63 MANUFACTURERS -575

MODELS. MOST COM-
PLETE, UP - TO- DATE

LISTING

Get this easy -to -use, time-
saving guide to exact re-

* placements for all popular
television receivers. Simpli-

 fies servicing, cuts repair-
' bench time. Write us today
 for your free copy.

USE MERIT TV!
ONE SOURCE FOR

TV Tope -Ma. C°"."".'s'
Powers. Blocking Oscillators.

Output c. focus Coils.

DeftClaion Yokes, flybacks

TAPE-HARICED
TO HELP ir"I
Handy

napts
raari.eerY

101 aftORIGINATEDal (APEr Ee::::113nnfaaentr-al TRANSFORMER CORP.

WATCH FOR
Merit'l future issue.
of the TV "nerd"

Guide

MERIT

s4441 NORTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILL.
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IGINAI and Mill.

TN/NC ARRE

for all
weather
conditions

will not
absorb
moisture

o1111)te o

APPROVED
for OUTDOOR-

.' Indoor Use!
- Protects Television Sets Against

Lightning and Static Charges

SAFE GUARD
Fits Any Type of Twin Lead

No. All 02 for Regular Twin Lead
No. AT103 for Oval Jumbo Twin Lead
No. AT103 Also for Tubular Twin Lead
BOTH Models Conform With Fire
Underwriters and National Electrical
Code Requirements for OUTDOOR
installations.
SIMPLE TO INSTALL . . . For maximum efficiency,
arrester should be mounted outside window nearest
to TV receiver, with ground wire attached to nearest
grounded point. No stripping, cutting or spreading of
wires necessary. Supplied complete with 4 ft. length
of Ductile Aluminum Ground Wire for Wall Mounting,
and Strap for Mast or Grounded Pipe installation.

Look for the JFD Trademark

$ 25
EACH

MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
6127 16th Avenue, Brooklyn 4, N. Y.

First in Television Antennas & Accessories

SHOOTS TROUBLE
,,,OARK,y%tOORNE 1%41 E OY

PRICE
$9.95 at
Distribu-
tor or
postpaid,direct
No COD's
please.
Ohioan's
add 3%
State
Sales Tax

naleite
MULTI -FREQUENCY GENERATOR

In radio service work, time means money. Lo-
cate trouble faster, handle a much greater vol-
ume of work with the SIGNALETTE. As a
trouble shooting tool, SIGNALETTE has no
equal. Merely mug in any 110 V. AC -DC
line, start at speaker end of circuit and trace
back, stage by stage, listening in set's speaker.
Generates RF, IF and AUDIO Frequencies,
2500 cycles to 20 Megacycles. Also used for
checks on Sensitivity, Gain, Peaking, Shield-
ing, Tube testing. Wt. 13 oz. Fits pocket
or tool kit. Satisfaction, or money backl See
at your dist. or order direct.

CLIPPARD INSTRUMENT
LABORATORY, INC.

Dept. F, 1125 Bank Street
Cincinnati 14, Ohio

Qualified Jobbers write, wire for details.

h -f and 1-f portions of the signal have
the same amplitude in the output. It
is evident, therefore, that the net re-
sult of a stagger -tuned system is equal
amplification of the entire band of
frequencies.

[To Be Continued]

HORIZONTAL
AFC

[from page 13]

quent defect of this system was its
lack of stability and its tendency tow-
ards microphonics which forced some
manufacturers to mount the horizon-
tal oscillator on a special shock -
mounted socket. The addition of a
stabilizing coil has eliminated this in-
stability and shock mounting is no
longer required.

The new Synchroguide features
stable operation, good noise immunity
and fair lock -in at weak signals. A
characteristic of the Synchroguide i

a slight bending of the picture at the
top either on very strong or on weak
stations. The range of the Synchro
guide is not too great and as far as
the horizontal hold control is con-
cerned, in most receivers it will throw
the picture out of synchronism at one
extreme setting. As long as the hold
control is set anywhere near the cen-
ter lock -in action will be satisfac-
tory on weak and on strong stations.
The entire Synchroguide circuit is
contained in one tube, a 6SN7 double
triode. The operation of this tube,
however is largely dependent on the
effectiveness of the preceding syn-
chronizing pulse clipper, limiter and
separator. If the AFC is to perform
properly, the synchronizing pulses
must be of constant amplitude. To ac-
complish this a single diode section
is usually connected in the clipper
circuit. The adjustment of the Syn-
chroguide is not simple. Some manu-
facturers suggest the use of an oscil-
loscope for the original adjustment
while others recommend a different
method. In the paragraphs devoted to
a detailed discussion of the Synchro-
guide both methods of adjustment will
be described.

The Synchroguide is quite different
in its operation from both the Syn-
chrolock and the phase detector type
in that it functions on a pulse width
comparison between the incoming and
the locally generated pulses. The ad-
vantages of the Synchroguide system
can be summed up as economy, good
performance and stability, and its
drawbacks lie mainly in the adjust-
ment procedure which is more com-
plex than the others.

$1.00 to $5.00 PAID

for "SHOP NOTES"
Write up any "kinks" or "tricks -of -

the -trade" in radio servicing that you
have discovered. We will pay from $1
to $5 for such previously unpublished
"SHOP NOTES" found acceptable.
Send your data to "Shop Notes Editor,"
RADIO SERVICE DEALER, 342 Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Unused manu-
scripts cannot be returned unless accom-
panied by stamped and addressed re-
turn envelope.

HAVE YOU A JOB FOR
A TRAINED TECHNICIAN?
We have a number of alert young men who
have completed intensive training in Radio
and Television Repairing. They learned
their trades thoroughly by working on
actual equipment under personal, expert
supervision. If you need a trained man,
we invite you to write for an outline of
our course, and for a prospectus of the
graduate. No fees, of course. Address:

Placement Manager, Dept. P105-7
COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE

1400 Greenleaf Chicago 2

TECHNICIANS AVAILABLE
Carefully selected group of trained men, grad-

uates of reliable and well established trade school
now available to fill positions in the Radio or
Refrigeration field. Willing to travel anywhere.
Why not fill that vacancy with an efficient and
reliable man. Write Eastern Technical School,
888 Purchase Street, New Bedford, Mass.
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SNAP -

DEAL NUMBER 1
Snap -on fuse holder for quick, easy replacement

of TV pigtail fuses. Snap one side of hclder on blown pigtail
fuse in set. Snap regular replacement fuses in other side-the

job is done. No more cutting out the pigtail. No more
messy soldering. No more fuses blown by hot irons.

Save time, save work, save the customer's money, and still
make big TV profits. Service dealer cost, 15c each.

LITTELFUSE INC.
4757 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

2 TV PROFIT DEALS!
TV fuse kit -10 assorted fuses that service all TV receivers

-Admiral, Philco, RCA, Zenith, Emerson, Hallicrafters,
etc., g.tc., etc. The serviceman needs the right fuse in his box-

it is in this kit when he needs it. Saves time, saves profit.
Service dealer cost, 98c each.

LITTELFUSE INC.
4757 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS



RCA for 4'44
 with dependability

Each standard by which you judge a
tube in service is considered in estab-
lishing the design requirements of RCA
tubes. Dependable performance of de-
flection circuits starts with dependable
tubes. For example.

RCA -designed driver tubes, such as
the 6SN7-GT and 12AU7-as well as
the RCA-6K6-GT and RCA-6AQ5 ver-
tical -deflection tubes-are exception-
ally low in microphonics. They are
built for dependable performance.

RCA -designed horizontal deflection
tubes, such as the 6BG6-G, easily with-
stand peak plate voltages of 5000 volts,
and as readily meet peak emission de-
mands on the cathode. They, too, are
built for dependable performance.

For these reasons, RCA tubes offer
dependability beyond the average. With
fewer service failures and fewer costly
call-backs, there is, then, an additional
hidden profit in every RCA tube and
kinescope you sell.

Always keep in touch with your RCA Tube Distributor

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ELECTRON TUBES HARRISON,


